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which they had usurped. The most serious opposition came not
from the Left, which confined itself to playing Cassandra and
pin-pricking individual Nationalists, but from the Centrum. A
Nationalist speaker with an unexpected sense of reality stated the
obvious when he said that the new ministry was a Right ministry,,
and that by its participation in it the Centrum had ceased to be
the allies of Social Democracy. He was at once sharply taken up
by a Centrist spokesman who not only gave him the lie, but
repudiated the whole conception of a bourgeois bloc> and in the
division the able leader of the Centrist Left, the ex-chancellor
Wirth, actually voted against the government. The coalition
clearly had not even attained that lesser unity which comes from
determination to last. Its key partner—from the point of view
of its parliamentary majority—was claiming that independence
which makes coalition meaningless, not the right to leave the
coalition if it is untrue to coalition principles, but the right to
form part of another and very different coalition. It was quite
plain that, if the Centrist committee was bent just as much on
retaining the sympathy of the opposition as on maintaining the
ministry, no real programme was possible. In the absence of
agreement between the parties the ministry was helpless. Any
true responsibility was taken from it and the doctrine of minis-
terial responsibility remained as before the doctrine of the respon-
sibility of individual ministers to their nominators, the party
committees. The moment crisis had passed, the Centrum came
out in its true colours as a factor in political instability. It lamed
government and opposition alike, for, if it sturdily refused to let
a Right coalition be consolidated, its refusal to permit a better
fate to a Left coalition was equally sturdy.
The debaters squabbled vigorously on principle and detail; the
majority rose and fell; the cabinet went on being the executive
of the state departments. The public momentarily interested in
the novelty of a proper coalition relapsed into its former cynicism,
Its interest was aroused mainly on incidents which had no real
bearing on anything except the designs of the party committees;
the trial of a notorious Polish Jew swindler called Barmat and
his connections with leading members of the Socialist and Centrist

